
Logic. Solutions
1.

a) p = “I shall have a salad”, q = “I shall have some soup” p xor q
b) p = “you touch these cookies”,  q = “you will be sorry” if p then q
c) p = “steel is the best material for nails”, q = “steel is the best material for screws” p and q
d) p = “ I feel good”, q = “I have done my homework” if q then p
e) p = “you leave”, q = “I’ll set the dog on you” if not p then q
f) p = “x=0”,  q = “the magnetic card is outside the box” if p then q
g) p = “it rains” q = “the barbecue will be cancelled” p if and only if q
h) p = “you stop that” q = “I will go” q if not p

2.
a) p → q, b) q → p, c) q → p, d) p → q, e) p ≡ q, f) p → q, g) q → p, h) p → q, i) q → p

3.
a) Hint: to show that ((p→q) and (q→r)) → (p→r) is a tautology, use the following facts (you may use truth tables

to validate any of them):
(i) p→q ≡ (not p) or q
(ii) distributivity: of and over or
(iii) absorption: x or (x and y) = x

b)  Hint: to show that an equivalency is a tautology, it is sufficient to demonstrate that it has the form x ≡ x, where
x is some (compound) proposition. Use (i) from the previous problem and the distributivity of or over and to
prove the equivalency does indeed have the form x ≡ x.

c)  Hint: use (i) from problem a).

4.
a) implication a→b can be expressed as a↑(b↑b), where ↑ stands for not-and; the expression for equivalence

a≡b is (a↑b)↑[ (a↑a) ↑(b↑b)].
b)  a and b = true xor ((true xor a) or (true xor b))

5. A connective connecting three propositions can be expressed in terms of the ordinary connectives. Indeed for the
connective defined by this truth table:

a b c t(a,b,c)
false false false t0
false false true t1
false true false t2
false true true t3
true false false t4
true false true t5
… … … …

such an expression could be:

r0((not a) and (not b) and (not c)) or
r1((not a) and (not b) and c) or
r2((not a) and b and (not c)) or …

in which each of rk should be replaced by a not, if tk is false, or omitted otherwise. Explain why.

6.  
a) valid, rule of conjunction;
b) invalid, this is a “converse error”;
c) valid, disjunctive syllogism. (Note that the “or” here is exclusive. Strictly speaking, we require a version

of  disjunctive syllogism for xor which although not given among the rules of inference, can be shown to
be correct using an appropriate argument. Find the argument.)

d) invalid, this is another converse error;
e) valid, hypothetical syllogism
f) valid, distructive dilemma



g) this is an interesting example. Formally, it is an inverse error, as we argue that
p→q
not p
---------
∴not q

However, the first premise sounds more like an equivalency.  If that is what is meant, (i.e., “If and only if
I buy my ticket in time will I be able to visit my brother”) then of course the argument is valid:
p→q
q→p
not p
---------
∴not q
To show that it is, first drop the first premise using the rule of conjunction, then apply Modus Tollence to
the other premises and the result is the corollary of the argument. The lesson to be learnt here is that
natural language is ambiguous and so one has to think very carefully about the intended meaning of a
phrase when using it in a logical argument.

7.
a) here is the same argument in symbolic form:

s
s → m
p or a
a → not m
--------------
∴p or g

Where do we begin? The goal is to validate the corollary p or g using any premises. As we know nothing
about the truth of  g, let us try to establish the truth of  p. If we succeeded  in that, we would immediately
validate the corollary by virtue of disjunctive amplification. If we failed, we would try something else. How to
find the truth of p? The third premise tells us that p or a is true. Our goal being to establish the truth of  p,
we are now tempted to prove that a is false, which would deliver the desired result by virtue of disjunctive
syllogism. Now we find a in the condition of the fourth premise. Apply Modus Tollence, the result is m →
not a. Combine that with the second premise and use hypothetical syllogism, the answer is s → not a. Next
the first premise combines with that, Modus Ponence, and we derive the truth of not a. As we have intended,
this answer combines with the third premise, and after disjunctive syllogism and disjunctive amplification
with g, the proof is finished!

b) having solved the previous poblem, this one presents little challenge and is included in case you have
given up on problem a). To validate this argument, simply combine the second and third premises by
hypothetical syllogism and add the first one for Modus Ponens.

8.
a)  (∀x)P(x)→Q(x)
b)  (∀x)Q(x)→P(x)
c)  (∀x∃y)P(x,y)
d)  (∃y∀x)P(x,y)
e)  (∀x,y) (P(x) and P(y)) → x = y
f)  ∃z P(z) and (∀x) P(x) → x = z

9. The proper predicative form of the statement is (∀xy)g(x,y)=xy/(y−x). As we are going to instantiate the predicate
using the same variables x and y, let us first rename the variables in the quantified statement. Using the instantiations
rules for universal quantification, we state (∀zw)g(z,w)=zw/(z−w). Now substituting x−y for z and x+y for w according
to the Rule of Universal Specification, the result is g(x−y, x+y)= (x2−y2)/2y

10.  b), c), e) can be used.
11.  d) can be used for this purpose
12.  



a) Proof by contradiction. Assume there exists some x≠z,u but z=u. Then, on the one hand,
x = x×u = x×(u+ z) = x×u+ x×z = x + x×z. Add (−x) to both sides, resulting in z = x×z. On the other hand,
we have assumed that z=u, so z = x×z implies that z = x×u. But then z = x, contrary to our other
assumption. The contradiction proves the theorem.

b)  The proof is fully analogous to the proof of uniqueness for bottom (top) in BA.
c)  In question a) we have established that x×z = z  for any x. Since z≠u if there are at least 2 elements in the

algebra, the multiplicative inverse of z does not exist there either.
d)  Indeed, the statement −x = (−u)×x is fully equivalent to x + (−u)×x = z by virtue of axiom 8. Now,

x + (−u)×x = x×u + (−u)×x = x×u + x×(−u) = x× (u + (−u)) = x× z = z, which completes the proof.

13. Denote xk = 1×2 + … + k×(k+1). The base case: x1=2 is verified by direct substitution. Now assume the induction
hypothesis, i.e. xk = k×(k+1) ×(k+2)f3 for some k. Consider xk+1.

xk+1 = xk + (k+1) ×(k+2) = {by inductive hypothesis} = k×(k+1) ×(k+2)f3 + (k+1) ×(k+2) =
= (kf3+1) ×(k+1) ×(k+2) = (k+1) ×(k+2) ×(k+3)f3.

The result is xk+1 = (k+1) ×(k+2) ×(k+3)f3, which is the  statement we are trying to prove xk = k×(k+1) ×(k+2)f3
written for k+1 rather than k. We conclude that if the formula is correct for some k then it is correct for k+1 and since
it is also correct for k=1, then by virtue of the PMI it is proven for all k.

14.  Hint: think of  the step 1⇒2.
15. Consider k intersecting straight lines. Add another line such that it does not go through any one intersection point
that there is there already. Since the new line is not permitted to be parallel to any of the existing lines according to
the statement of the problem, it should intersect with exactly k lines. k intersection points add k+1 extra border
segments which split the respective regions into two, thus adding k+1 regions. Therefore,

Rk+1=Rk + (k+1),

where Rk is the number of regions that border on k intersecting lines. Since R0 = 1,

Rk = 1+1+2+3+4+ …+k = 1+k(k+1)/2.

(Here the formula for the sum of an arithmetic progression has been used, which can be verified by induction, too.)
The complete solution of this problem should include a detailed proof by induction of the answer 1+k(k+1)/2 using the
inductive argument Rk+1=Rk + (k+1) which we employed when deriving this formula.

16. According to the composition rule, we insert conditions between statements which should be interpreted as
postconditions to the statements they appear after and at the same time preconditions to the statements following
them. The first and last conditions are the pre- and postconditions to the program, respectively:

x=0 {y=1} x=0 and y=1 {x=x+y}  x=1 and y=1 {if(x<0)x=2} x=1

The only statement that is not obvious and hence needing proof is the last one as it involves an if-then construct.
According to the rule of inference for conditionals, a sufficient condition for the truth of

x=1 and y=1 {if(x<0)x=2} x=1

is

x=1 and y=1 and x<0 {x=2} x=1

and since neither pre- nor postcondition is satisfied, the if-statement is proven correct.

17. The postcondition a=qd+r , 0≤ r< d, states that q  equals the quotient and r the remainder of the division. To
prove correctness, observe that the proposition a=qd+r is in fact a loop invariant of the fragment in question.

The termination of this fragment is entirely obvious from the fact that the value of r decreases monotonically at every
turn of the loop with the loop condition terminating the loop as soon as this value drops below a certain level.


